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FINAL REVISION 

GRADE 7 -2023 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-Did you have ……….. of the food? 

A-  Many    b- Few       c- enough  

2-There is ……………… time left to relax at the beach. 

A- Many -    b-  a lot of     - lot  

3-I have ……………… friends at school. 

A- A lot    b- a lots of   c- a lot of  

4- He spent…………………………. of his money taking 

care of his camels. 

A Fe  b

Grammar  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-I ……………………….go to the gym today before they close. 

A- Need     B- want    c- have to   

2-He  ……………….buy a ticket to go to the concert.  

A-has to      B- want    c- have to   

3-They ……………..attend the family gathering. 

A-has to      B- want    c- have to   

4 - I……………. do my homework before I can play football.  

A-has to      B- have    c- have to   

Fill in have to / has to  

1-They ………….to be at home on time. 
2- Sara ……………….. complete the task today. 
3-You ……………. Charge your phone. 
4-He ……………………. To sign all the documents. 

We ………………..visit that museum.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-I ………………..enjoy this movie. 

A- Will     b- do     c- does  

2-My family will ……………….happy to see me. 

A- Is    b- are -  c- be   

3-Hamed ………………..a good job because he studies hard. 

A- Will gets    b- will get     c- will got  

4-He .....................a good day today. 

A- Will has    b- will have    c- will had  

5- He ………………… travel to France next week. 

A-  Won’t                b-  isn’t                        b- didn’t       

Choose the correct answer: 

1-They ………………….more because of the marathon. 

-A- is running         b- are running    c- am running   

2-He ………………..a book while he waits. 

A- Is running     are running     c- is run  

3 She ……………………………..in RAK right now.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-I like …………………… 

a- Study     b- studying          c- studied 

2-   I ………………….running. 

A-    don’t  like    B –doesn’t like    c- am not  

4-  I …………………………. In the pool 

Choose the correct answer: 

1- I……………..my grandparents every weekend. 

Visit         b- visits         c - visiting 

2-He ………..to the beach every Saturday.  

A- Goes    b- go      c- went   

3- I…………… swimming every weekend. 

A- enjoy      b-    enjoys     c- enjoyed 

………………..

……………………………..



 

 

 

  

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Football and basketball are ………………to each other. 

A-  Same     b- different     c- equal 

He ran fast ………….. the rest of the group tried to catch up. 

A – so     b- if     c- while  

Lionel Messi is …………….a football player than Cristiano Ronaldo 

A- better    b- good    c- best  



 

 

 

Term 3 – Practice exam 

Part 1. Read about Hassan’s visit to Africa. Choose the correct answer from a, b or c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Hassan will climb Mount Kilimanjaro __________ . 

a. by himself   b. with his brother   c. with his father 

2. Hassan will take his ________ to keep warm in the mountain. 

a. tent    b. jacket    c. boots 

3. His dad is going to eat the _________ sandwiches. 

a. meat    b. tomato    c. cheese 

4. Hassan will carry _________ in his backpack. 

a. a hat and a drink  b. chocolate and a hat  c. a hat and sandwiches 

5. Hassan thinks the trip will be _________ . 

a. long but fun   b. quick but boring   c. hot bu 

                                                  

Reading texts 

Maze exams 



 

                                                                       The Sahara Desert  

I am travelling in the Sahara Desert. It is the largest hot desert in the world after  the Arctic and 

Antarctica ,Which are both cold desert are bigger than the Sahara. I can see small strange plants 

with some roots that are like fingers. These roots dig into the sand looking for water. The roots 

can stop the plants from moving when the wind bloom. Plants have long thin leaves that can hold 

a lot of water too. Am very excited because I see snakes and scorpions. I know they hide in the 

sand to catch mice to eat .I am also interested in the beetles .They eat the plants and seeds, That 

they find in the  sand .It is right now I am sitting outside my tent watching a beautiful Addex 

,which is a big antelope. It is using its long flat feet to walk to walk easily and quietly on the soft 

sand as it looks for food.    ( Zaineb)   

1The ………………….. eat meat  in the desert . 

A- mice                 b-  beetles                     c- scorpions 

2- Zaineb tells us very little……………………… about animals in the Sahara Desert. 

A- Eating habits              b- behavior              c- homes 

3-Plants   in the desert ……………………….. with their roots  

A- Move the sand    b- find enough water     c- like long  dry  grass 

4-The Addax can …………………….  Quite easily . 

A- Walk  on the sand   B- sleep at night   c- find food    

5-Sahara is the………………….. largest desert in the world.  

B- First d   B- second    c-   third  

8-The text is mainly about   ……………………. In The Sahara Desert . 

A- Weather  and animals     

B-   b-  weather and temperature   

C-people and animals 

9-Why does Addax sleep during the day ? 

A- It can’t walk  on the hot sun . 

B- It is too big  to move easily . 

C- The weather is hot 



 

Maze practise 

The City of Light 

1 (Whose / Where / When) capital city is the most famous? The French 

say it's theirs - Paris. 2 (She is named / It is called / They says it) the city 

of light and fashion. The view from the famous Eiffel Tower is amazing 

and you will be able to see all the lights of Paris. Also, the Champs Elysees 

is one of the most beautiful streets in the world. You can enjoy your 

dinner in one of the restaurants 3 (above / behind / on) this street. There 

is the Louvre Museum also, where you can see the beautiful Mona Lisa. 

The Mona Lisa is one of the most famous paintings in history. 

4 (What about goes / How about going to / let’s going) Paris this 
summer? Paris is a good place for a wonderful holiday. I 5 (are reads / 

was read / am reading) a book about Paris now. 

 

Choose the correct word to complete the sentences : 

 

1- Travel                     b- travelling                        c- travelled 

2- Discover             b- discovering                         c- discovered 

3- Reads                     b- reading                               c- read 

4-  



Read  the letter then answer the questions: 

Hello, Rashid  

How are you my friend? I am in France with  my brother. We are having a wonderful 

time. I am excited because we will climb the highest mountain in France .It is called 

Mount Blanc. My father climbed it by himself a year ago. He has told us about journey. 

We need to put on our comfortable boots. It will be a long walk. I will also take my 

warm hat and gloves because it will be very cold at the top. We won’t take a tent or 

sleeping bags because we are not sleeping   on the mountain .Climbing the mountain   

make us thirsty .I ‘ll carry some orange juice to drink. My mother will take some water 

because he likes it more .He ‘ll take  some chocolate and bars and sandwiches  too.  

I have a new backpack. It is orange and purple. I will put  my  sunglasses   in my backpack 

because it ‘ll be bright and sunny when are walking.  When we get to the top of 

mountain, I will take some photos and we ‘ll have a long rest .  

                                                                                                               Yours   

                                                                                                                                                           Saeed 

1-Saeed and his ……………………… will climb Mount Blanc 

A- friend                    b- brother                        c- Cousin  

2-Saeed thinks it will be ……………………… walking up the mountain. 

A- quick and fun     b-  Boring and long    C- Boring and long  

3- His brother wants to drink ……………..  while they are walking. 

A-hot chocolate              B- orange juice                 c- water 

4-Saeed will take his ……………………. To keep warm on the mountain. 

A- Hat and gloves     B- jacket and boots   C- Tent and sleeping bag 

5-Saeed will carry ……………………in his backpack. 

A-Chocolate      b-photos     c- sunglasses 



Which holiday? 

"Hello, I need a holiday. Where should I go?" Amna asked the woman in the travel shop. "I don't like 

sports, but I'm learning to draw and paint. It would be nice to stay near water with only a few people. 

More important than anything, where should I go to see animals?" 

 

"Well," said the woman, "Norway and Sweden are interesting. There are beautiful hotels between big 

lakes in Norway. People go hiking next to the water. In Sweden, there are wild animals, but people are 

often sad because they are difficult to see." 

 

"Why don't you go to Spain? That would be fun. There are hotels next to the sea. They are always full 

because people want to spend time at the beach. However, there are day trips that take people to see 

birds and other wildlife. 

A. What kind of activities does Amna like doing? 

1. outside sports and activities 

2. art subjects that she can do inside 

3. team sports she can play with other people 

B. People are not happy when they are hiking because _____. 

1. leaving the hotel is hard 

2. walking next to a lake is difficult 

3. finding the wildlife is not very easy 

C. What does the woman tell Amna to do? 

1. She must go to Norway. 

2. She should go to Spain. 

3. She might like Sweden. 

D. Why are beach hotels always full of people? 

1. They want to be on the sand. 

2. They must go to see the birds. 

3. They like to have fun in the sea. 

E. The story is about finding _____. 

1. hiking holidays for families 

2. the best day trips in one country 

3. a holiday that has the right activities 

*****BONUS*****What does Amna want to do on her holiday? 

1. see some wildlife and nature 

2. try new sports and activities 

3. talk to interesting people 

*****BONUS*****Where does Amna choose to go on holiday? 

1. The lake, because she can go hiking. 

2. The beach, because she can watch animals. 

3-The sea, because she can meet lots of people.  



 

Maze Practice 

 Read the texts. Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentences 

When we talk about deserts, we usually 1. ________ (think – thinks – thinking) of large, 

empty spaces with little water and a 2. _________ (little – lot – few) plants growing here 

and there. Not a very friendly place for animals, right? Well, there are a few animals 

which can live 3. _________ (where – there – they’ are). Camels are one example. 

Camels are called “the ships of the desert” because they can 4. _________ (crossed – 

crossing – cross) deserts 5. __________ (good – better – best) than the other animal. 

 

The Trip 

Hi Muna, 

 

I'm very excited. I'm 1 (in / at / on) home now, getting ready for our holiday. 2 (I puts / I've putted / I'm 

putting) my clothes into my bag, but it's difficult! I have too many! I know there 3 (is / are / were) 

sometimes cold weather in March. So, should I take a jacket or a big coat? 

 

4 (What should / Where can / When must) I do? I'm worried about it. 

 

5 (Let's / How about / Why don't) you come to my house at 2 o'clock? Then you can help me. 

 

Jamila. 

 

A Day Out 

Hi Rashid, 

 

Can we meet in town on Saturday? 

 

I want to go to the book shop. I 1 (read / reads / reading) every day. Do you like reading? 2 (There is / It 

is / There are) lots of great books. 

 

3 (Can / Did / Where) we meet in the park? It is 4 (opposite / next / behind) to the bank. We can eat 

lunch at my favorite restaurant. I think you 5 (do / have / should) get the pizza, it's the best. 

 

See you soon, 

 

Hassan. 

 



The Family 

Where are Jassim and Khalid? They are in the swimming pool. They get up at 6:00am every day 

in term time. Now, they are on holiday. They get up at 8:00am. They don't go to school. They 

eat breakfast and go to the swimming pool. They are happy. 

 

Their mother is near the swimming pool. She is reading a book. She reads every day. 

 

There is a restaurant opposite the swimming pool. Amina is in the restaurant. Jassim and Khalid 

are her brothers. Amina always eats breakfast at 9:00 o'clock. 

 

After breakfast, Amina walks to the pool. She wants to speak to her family. "Why don't we go 

to a museum today?" she says. "There are lots of exciting museums in the city." 

A) Why do the boys get up at 6am? 

1. They go to school. 

2. They are on holiday. 

3. They want to eat breakfast. 

B) What does their mother like to do on holiday? 

1. read 

2. swim 

3. eat 

C) Amina is _____ the swimming pool. 

1. next to 

2. opposite 

3. in 

D) Why does Amina go to the swimming pool? 

1. to read to her mother 

2. to swim in the pool 

3. to talk about the day 

E) What is the story about? 

1. a family at home 

2. people on holiday 

3. students in a school 



Things to do in London 

I am writing this blog from London. I think you should visit London soon. When you arrive, try 

an open-air tour with London Bus. You can see famous places in the city such as Big Ben, the 

Tower of London and Buckingham Palace. Many tourists also like to visit Hyde park. It's next to 

Buckingham Palace. It's the largest of the four Royal Parks and the Winter Wonderland Festival 

is held there. People shop and eat wonderful food at the restaurant in the park. 

 

The British Museum is also a good place to visit. It has over one million objects so there are a 

lot of interesting things! My advice is to visit the London Eye before leaving London. It is 

amazing seeing the whole city from above. When you are travelling back home, I think you 

should visit the shops at London Heathrow Airport. There are all kinds of shops in the airport 

and they are amazing. Try to go to the airport early if you want to do some shopping. 

Why did the author suggest trying the London Bus first? 

1. to enjoy being outside 

2. to go to the Royal Park 

3. to see famous places 

According to the text, people like to go to a building near _____. 

1. Big Ben 

2. Hyde Park 

3. London Eye 

You can learn about many things when you visit the _____. 

1. British Museum 

2. London Eye 

3. Winter Wonderland Festival 

You should get to Heathrow hours before your flight home so you _____. 

1. don't miss your flight 

2. have time to go shopping 

3. can get on the plane early 

What is another title for this text? 

1. Visitors of London 

2. A Summer Holiday 

3. The Four Royal Parks 



 

                                                        Maze  practice 

 

4-A-First                       b- next                   c- finally  

5-A-  go                          b- went                    c- was  going  

6-  A-visit                   b- visited                c- visiting 

7-A-First                          b- next                c- finally  

8- A- first                b – finally                        c- next    

9- Take                   b- took                      c- taken  

1- Speaking                    b- speak              c- spoke 

 



                                                           Day 57 

He was running as fast as he could but almost didn’t make it out of the forest. He 

was followed all the way to the edge of the cliff. Then, came to a quick stop. As 

he looked down, he saw lots of rocks were falling. For a second, the orange 

sunset reminded him of his home. 

He thought back to the last time he had seen his son before he left. Was it 30 

days or more? He wondered if he should have listened to his son when he said, “I 
don’t think you should go.” He pictured himself and his son at the edge of the 
rocky river, fishing. His mind returned back to the present. He heard the animal 

getting closer and he had never been more afraid. Just then, he slipped. As he 

fell, he saw the biggest teeth, yellowest eyes, and largest claws he had ever seen 

grabbing for his feet. 

His final thoughts as he fell off the cliff were his life’s memories playing before his 
eyes. He wished that his son would grow up to achieve greater things than he 

had. In the hot midday sun, the hungry birds circled around him. He heard the 

sound of a boat 

1-He was running …. 

A-Away from the cliff.    B- towards his home   c- out of the wood 

2- Why did he suddenly stop running ?  

A- he saw the sunset    b- he was going to fall   c- he ran into some rocks 

3-His son thought he should have ……………………….. 

A- gone                 B- stayed               c- listened 

5- What did he see when he fell? 

A-  the yellowest  teeth     b- the biggest  eyes             c- largest claws  

4-Why was he scared? 

A-The animal was near him   b- he was thinking of home    c- the story were falling 

6– The story is mainly about ………………. 

 A – escaping from an animal in the woods  

B -what happens when you fall off a cliff?  

B- a man and his son  by the river   



                                             The polar bear  

Polar bears live in the Arctic, which is one of the planet’s coldest environments. They move around 
on the Arctic ice sheets and swim in the coastal waters. They feed mainly on seals, which they 

catch with their huge paws when the seals are resting on the ice or coming up to breathe. 

However, global warming is changing their way of life. Climate change is a problem for the bears. 

As the sea ice melts, they can’t move around and hunt so freely. They get very hungry and begin to 

starve. They’re actually very good at starving for a time – they can starve for several months. 

When polar bears they need to eat, they shift their habitat. They’re spending more time on land 
and less on the ice. They’re going into towns and villages and looking for food in rubbish bins. 

They’re not afraid of people and may attack them when they’re very hungry. Polar bears can’t live 
with people, but their natural habitat is disappearing. How will they survive? 

1-  Where does the polar bear live? 

In a forest               B) in Antarctica                C) in the Arctic Region 

 2- What does it eat? 

A) Seals                       B)penguins                     C) small fish 

3- Why is it becoming harder for bears to hunt in the Arctic? 

A) t can’t move freely because of the heavy rain  

B) It can’t move freely because of the ice melt  

C) It is hunt and badly injured. 

4-Why is the sea ice melting? Because of …………………….. 

 A) the heavy rain         B) the cold weather        C) the global warming 

5 Why are polar bears going into towns and villages? 

A-Because they are thirsty    b- because they are hungry   c- because they are playful 

6-What do they find to eat in towns and villages? 

Food and rubbish bin         B) seals          C) fruits and vegetables 

 7- Why are polar bears dangerous to people? 

A- They kill people’s pets 

B- They may attack people if they are hungry. 

C- They damage  people’s houses 

 



Part 2. Read the texts. Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentences 

1- Ask                           b- asks                         c- asking 

2- Went                       b- go                           c- gone 

3- In                            b- a                                c- the  

4- And                           b- or                           c- so  

5- See                    b- saw                            c- seen  

6- Drink            b- drinking                           c- drank 

7- Start          b- starting                         c- started 

8- Because            b- or                                 c- but 

9- A                       b- the                                c-an  

10- Because          b- and                                c- so 



                                                  Animals  

2- There (1) _______ some strange animals in the world. Elephant seals (2) 

________ in very cold places like the Arctic. They use (3) ________ huge 

noses to find food in the sea.  

3-  

4- The sloth likes (4) ________ a lot. It uses its strong arms to hold on to the 

tree whilst it sleeps. The sloth looks very strange when it walks because 

it (5) ________ very slowly. 

5-  

6-  

7- The clownfish is a tiny fish that lives in (6) _______ seas. You might be 

(7) ________ to learn that the clownfish eats other (8) ________ fish. It is 

a meat-eater! It is clever at (9) ________ between the rocks to hunt for 

food. 

8-  

9- The beluga whale is strange and beautiful. It uses (10) ________ thick 

skin and blubber to keep warm in the icy Arctic sea 

 

 

1. A -is                                  B -are                                   C- am 

2. A- live                              B -lives                                  C- living 

3. A -they                            B -them                                 C- their 

4. A- slept                            B- sleeps                               C- sleeping 

5. A - move                           B- moves                              C- moving 

6. A- warm                            B-   warmly                          C -warms 

7. A- surprise                        B- surprised                         C -surprising 

8. A - big                                 B- slow                                  C- small 

9. A - hiding                          B- hides                                 C- hide 

10. A- it                                   B- its                                       C- it's 

 

 

 

 



 

  



                                         Maze practice  

Section A 

last week, my class and I went on a school trip to the city library. I have never 

1...........(been, be, was) there before. It is very big and full of amazing 

2..............(clothes, books, games)! I have never seen so many books in one 

place. The library has different types of books and stories. They even have 

biographies. I 3............. (has never, had never, have never) read a 4 ............... 

(biography, biografy, biojraphy), so I decided to read one for the first time 

 

Section B 

I asked my teacher to help me find a biography. 5.............(While, But, Also) my 

teacher was telling me about the different biographies I can read, I 

6................(looking, was looking, were looking) for them on the shelves. I 

found one about Anne Sullivan, and I started reading the first few pages. While 

I was reading, I 7..............(was learning, learning, is learning) many things 

about Anne Sullivan 

8............ (What, Who, Where) kind of books do you like to read? Do you prefer 

fiction or non-fiction? 9............... (What, Which, When) one would you 

choose? and 10 ............ (Who, When, What) is your favorite author? 

                                         Sharjah Safari Park 

Why not visiting / How is visit / Let's visit) Sharjah Safari Park. It is the largest 

safari park outside of Africa. 2 (They is at / It is in/ She was on) Al Dhaid. It 

opened 3 (in / at / on) 17th February 2022 for visitors. There over 1,000 

animals and birds to see there. They all 4 (looks bad / look amazing / looking 

nice). You can see black rhino, a baby white rhino, giraffes, deer, elephants, , 

flamingos  crocodiles and lions . There are more than 1000 local and African 

trees (I think you would visiting –I thinks you might visit /I think you should 

visit) Sharjah Safari park. 

                                     The Path 

7 (must/ might  You / May ) go to the Wadi Shawka hike this weekend 

Hamed. It is the 2 



(busiest /hardest / strongest) hike you will do but you will enjoy it. The hiking 

path is 3(high/ beautiful/ busy ) because of the small blue river and tall green 

trees. It is about an hour drive from Dubai but 4(sometimes / always / never) 

it's faster depending on the amount of traffic. It is part of the Hajar 

mountains and it's easy to get there if you take the bus  you(could/would 

/should) bring sunscreen and hat to protect you from the sun . 

4. Read the text then answer the questions 

                                                An African Safari 

Last summer, my dad planned a holiday in Kenya for my family. It is 

one of the best places to see animals. When the tour guide drove us 

to our camp, I saw lots of green trees and beautiful lakes. I didn’t 
know Kenya was so pretty! 

On the first day, our tour guide took us on a safari. Many other 

people were excited because they were going on a safari too. First, 

we saw zebras eating grass.  Then, we saw elephants and flamingos in 

a large lake. There were two lions in a tree nearby. They were looking 

at us, but they seemed lazy. They just wanted to rest in the tree. We 

stopped to look at them. My sister was afraid because she thought 

they were going to jump onto our car! So, the tour guide tried to 

drive away quickly. He turned the key, but the car wouldn’t start! I 
looked back at the tree, but the lions were not there anymore. 

Suddenly, a loud lion roar filled the air… and it sounded close! 

 

1- Who planned  the visit to Kenya  

             A- father     b- mother    c – sister 

 

2- What did the family think about Kenya 

             A- quiet   B- scary    C- beautiful 

 

3- What did the author see in the water ? 

           A- zebra      B lions             C- elephants  

 

4- The sister was afraid that the lions  would ……………. 
        A- move into the car    b- climb up the tree c- run into the lake 



 

5- At the end of the story .the car …………………….. 
          A- move quickly    B- doesn’t start   c- crushes into the tree 

 

6 – The story is mainly about 

        A- A family trip   b- A day at the zoo   C- different types of animals 

 

 

 

Write a prediction what will happen next ? 

Writing  narrative 



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write evidence of your answer: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Write the Narrative : 



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
.. 

 

 

 

 

 Write a prediction what will happen next ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write evidence of your answer: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Your friends are going to a holiday  write a holiday plans? 

• Where will they go?  

• What activities thewill enjoy? 

• Where will they live? 

•



…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Write the Narrative : 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Write a prediction what will happen next ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write evidence of your answer: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 

Write the Narrative : 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………                

With my best wishes 



 


